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* This voluntary graduation oath, first started by students at
Humboldt State University, CA., is now an official part of the
graduation ceremonies at colleges and universities across the
U.S.
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I was coerced by two male friends into having dinner at a restaurant named "Hooters" in Rochester. Little did I know that the entire
evening would consist of looking at breasts and more breasts, and
they weren't exactly the chicken kind.
Before we even entered the restaurant, the front door read in big
orange letters: "Hooters - Relatively Tacky, but Undefmed." Well,
relatively tacky is an understatement, but please allow me to define
the likes of this Hooters place.
The atmosphere can only be described by one word - seedy. This
was far from a restaurant, it was more like a huge, dreg-of-the-earth
bar with uncomfortable stools and tables scattered in the outskirts.
However, this didn't catch my eye as much as the half-naked women,
or should I say waitresses, who paraded around the joint. I later
learned that these women were referred to as "Hooter girls." These
girls get the wonderful privelege of wearing the Hooter "outfit."
This outfit, or lack thereof, consists of a "Hooter owl" tank top with
"orange dolphin" shorts. Both of these articles of clothing put
together revealed a little more than I ever needed to see. However I
will admit I have never seen so many drooling men in my life.
Unfortunately, my two male friends were also included in that scene.
In fact, all that I saw during the evening were drooling men
because, with the exception ofthe Hooter girls, I was the only
woman in this place. Believe it or not, I was the only woman eating
dinner at this restaurant. Yeah, uncomfortable was not the word. I
think my "friend" Jeff picked up on my uneasiness and proceeded to
embarrass the hell out of m~. When our waitress first came over to
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take our drink orders, with her cleavage nearly hitting me in the face,
Jeff said, "Denise feels a little strange being here, can you tell her it's
O.K.?" Before I got a chance ~o kill Jeff for treating me like a nineyear-old, our large-breasted waitress, Bunny (no joke), attempted to
ease my mind by telling me that this was a family restaurant and kids
come here too. I said, "Thank you Bunny, I feel so much better now
that you've explained." Bunny then took the menu and said, "I can
cover them up with this if you want." Yes, she was referring to her
breasts. Mter that comment, Bunny hopped away.
By this point I was sickened by the atmosphere, so I buried my
face in the menu. Bad move on my part. The menu for Hooters was
about as vile as the place itself. It should have been called ''The.
sexual innuendo guide to ordering food at Hooters."
This menu was loaded with things that made reference to a dish as
well as a woman's body part. The chicken platter said, "Mter you've
finished our wings, you can't leave out the breast.." Remind me to
thank them for the italics. God, tacky was not the word for this
menu; perhaps Hooters prides itself on such creativity?
By the time I finished reading over the menu, my appetite was
gone and Bunny was back. I reluctantly ordered a salad with blue
cheese dressing and my male friends, who were still salivating,
ordered twentywings- "Hooters style." I didn't even want to know
exactly what "Hooters-style" meant, but I told them not to forget the
breast.. They thought I was fmmy, and so did Bunny. At this point
Bunny was sitting at our table attempting conversation and I heard
her say, "I feel like a piece of meat." I couldn't believe that our
shiny, bubbly waitress who looked so happy actually said she felt
like meat. I started to feel bad for her. Yet, despite my attempt at
empathy, I couldn't help but wonder why anyone in their right mind
would stay with such a degrading job. However, when our meal was
over and Jeff tipped Bunny $5.00 for a salad and wings, I think I had
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FEMINISM WlTHOVl
my explanation.
I left Hooters completely pissed at Erik and Jeff for taking me to
such a place. Regardless, I was confused and angry at the way
women were being portrayed in this establishment. I mean, who
needs that? I guess maybe the avid male fans that go there to get a
woody.. .! was mad and I wanted to know exactly what it took to
become a Hooter girl, aside from relatively large breasts.
The next day I called the "Relatively Tacky, But Undefined"
Hooters restaurant. The first jerk I spoke with completely blew me
off and told me to call back when they weren't too busy. Well,
persistent little me called again the next day and I spoke to the
manager of the Rochester branch, Bruce Diamond. I specifically
told him that I had a fabulous time in their restaurant the other night
and I was curious about what being a Hooter girl entailed. He told
me in this order: a friendly, outgoing personality, the ability to be
interactive with the customers, and they must wear the Hooter outfit
(which he then described to me). I asked him if waitressing experience was necessary and he said, "Urn, Urn, welL.. yes, of course." He
was pretty convincing. Then I asked him if there were any male
waiters, or Hooter boys, and he just laughed. I began to imagine a
restaurant with men walking around half-naked and I, too, began to
laugh because that would never happen. As if.
P.S. This Bruce Diamond character transferred me to the owner of
Hooters in Rochester, Henry O'Boyle. I told Henry that I really
liked his restaurant and I wanted to do a story about what a fun, fun,
fun place it was. He jumped at the chance to send me any information he could. find along with a twelve minute video about Hooters. I
bit my lip and thanked him. I made that call two weeks ago and I
have yet to receive my information or videotape. For some strange
reason I'm not too upset.
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When I tell people that I'm in WAC, their usuai response is a hesitant
"Oh," and then the unsaid "you're one of them" is communicated by the
expression on their face. I'm not really sure why so many people are afraid
of WAC and feminism- maybe they fear a change in the current status quo
which grants privileges to men. Pat Buchanan's platform is based on this
fear. He wants to seal America off from the rest of the world and wrap it in
a time warp reminiscent of the 1950s, returning all of us to a time when
white men controlled everything and virtually no one questioned them. I'm
often asked, "What does WAC do?'' One of the most important things it
does is discuss feminism and issues affecting women. It generates discourse which educates women and men (men do attend WAC meetings)
and allows them to express their views. So why is feminism necessary?
Women are equal to men now, right? We've all had enough of "women's
lib." and any woman who calls herself a feminist must be a lesbian, a
whiner, a male hater, or all of the above, right? Not quite.
The feminist movement still hasn't accomplished all that it set out to do,
but not from a lack of effort. Women still earn significantly less money
than men. The average woman earns $420,000 less than a man over her
lifetime{National Committee on Pay Equity). Although the gap has
narrowed over the years, women are still not being fairly compensated. The
number of women representing the majority of the population (women
comprise 51% of the population) in Congress is disappointingly low, and
it's not likely to change anytime soon given this country's view of women
in power. Since her husband became president, Hillary Clinton, who isn't
even in a position of official power, has been attacked for not being the
stereotypical First Lady. In other words, she wasn't the look-pretty-on-hisarm, demure, dependent woman. Now after years of the press and conservative right attacking her, she has disappeared into the background politically and has adopted a very feminine, 1950s hair cut and style of dress. It's
frustrating to see a strong, independent woman diminished to a mere object
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because our society is so sexist.
Sexism is such a part of our society that women have internalized it and
judge each other by sexist standards, just as colonized people will judge one
another by the colonizer's standards after many years of oppression.
Women can be some of the harshest critics of other women, instead of being
supportive of one another. While enrollment at women's colleges is on the
rise, one of the biggest laments at Geneseo is the femate/male ratio. Instead
of women taking advantage of predominantly female classes, they bemoan
the lack of men, as if men will make their college experience legitimate or
better. Interestingly, many of these same women complain that men are
nothing but a source of misery in their lives. Many women are choosing
women's colleges because the atmosphere is more supportive of them; there
are no men to belittle their achievements or disregard their thoughts.
Besides all of the economic, political, and social benefits of feminism, I
believe one of the most important issues feminism fights for is to change the
current image of wome!l in society. Women are portrayed as objects to sell
products {as whole women or body parts, whatever is necessar-j to sell that
car or beer), as virgins or whores, as diseased humans who need to be
"treated", and as Other to the male standard of normal, which women will
always fall short of.
In the Feb. 26 & Mar. 4 1996 edition of The New Yorker, which was titled
a "Women's Issue," the magazine subverts its feminist statement by
including, among its sponsors, Donna Karan. This ad for perfume displays
a naked woman with her back to the camera. My guess is Donna Karan's
perfume does not smell like this woman's buttocks, yet Ponna Karan
believes that objectifying women is the most appropriate way to sell her
product. Equally as disconcerting is editor of The New Yorker, Tina Brown,
who cites one of her challenges as reading copy while having her legs
waxed. Just a subtle reminder that no matter what a woman does she is
always concerned with her appearance, with beauty.
Although menstruation and menopa11se are natural processes for women,
they are constantly po(trayed as events tha! need to be treated and controlled
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(mostly by men). If they are allowed to go unchecked a woman may lose
control of herself, become a victim of her hormones, or worse yer she may
suffer or die from debilitating side-effects of her body. A recent issue of
Newsweek contained an ad for a drug which purports to help fight the
symptoms of menopause. It describes all of the "prqblems': associated with
menopause, which it implies afflict all women. The truth is most women
pass through menopause without any problems, and the popularly prescribed hormone treatments can be more harmful than beneficial.
Menstruation is often discussed in the same manner, as if once a month
women go crazy and can't function for a week. In the March 7 edition of
The Lamron (page 9), Marc DiPaolo discusses another man's reaction to his
choosing to be a woman in a Dungeons and Dragons game. This man
states, "I'll make it as realistic as possible. I'll have to give you strength
and endurance defects that will drive down the quality of the adventuring
party and once a month, I'll make sure you get PMS" (italics mine). This
isn't just one man's account of women. Much of society views women as
defective, diseased versions of men. While testosterone has been linked to
aggression, we don't see ads for drugs that will control men's behavior and
protect women from their violence.
These are just a few examples of the images of women that I have
observed in about one week's time. What is most disturbing is that some of
these are taken from respected publications; they ar~not the Sports Illustrated swimsuit issue, whose objectification of women needs no explanation. From childhood, women are presented with these images and ideas of
themselves; they are instructed to believe that they are inferior, that they
exist for men's pleasure, and that they can always be reduced to object
status no matter what they achieve. These practices have become such a
part of our culture that many people accept them as natural. They forget
that these are constructed myths which serve only to keep women oppressed. If you think that feminism is unnecessary or has already served its
purpose, take a look at pop-culture and your environment. We still have a
lot of myths to debunk, prejudices to overcome, and fighting to be done.
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Weathervane

That is the proftle of a woman,
her thick hair loose in a bun,
her nose severe as a weathervane.
I thought today of being ten
among fenced-in, potted ~rooklyn plants,
sweet stench of mimosa like
too much cotton candy·
1 don't know when this shadow
on the wall became my face.
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Marylouise Oates, former columnist for the Los Angeles Times, was one
of the panelists on "Increasing Women's Bylines" the first day of the
Feminist Expo '96 in Washington, DC. She encourages young women to
get involved in the Internet becasue she said that in the next several years
the Internet is the place for journalists to pursue careers.
During the question and discussion period, I explained to the group that I
had been an Internet writer for several years. I explained how Usenet, the
world wide public forum on the Internet, worked as a large interactive
electronic global newspaper consisting of thousands of newsgroups. In
Usenet, the writer has direct contact with the reader and the reader can
become an instant critic or supporter of the writer. It is truly a revolutionary
media in that a journalist no longer has to be a part of an establishment
paper and have to think in terms of columns. Everyone can post to the open
forums who has the computer literacy and accessibility to use it
When I informed the group that I had violated copyright laws when I
posted several articles from Clarinet, a paid new service, to my public
newsgroup altsociety.neutopia giving information from the haves to the
have-nots about the UN conference on women happening in Beijing,
Mary louise immediately attacked me as if I was a criminal. She felt the
university was justified in terminating my account and that I was stealing
from writers like her who owned the copy. She was making money
on her words and copyright law protected her from people like me who
think that information should be free and shared by all. She said that in the
'60's there was some thinking that information should be free, but that now
it was only silly thinking.
Rachel Jones, the panel chairwoman who is now a National Correspondent, talked earlier about how difficult it is to have freedom to write about
issues from your heart when the mainstream press doesn't pay for such
creative journalism."Rachel had worked on alternative papers and found
that she had the freedom to write what she wanted there, but the alternative
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press didn't provide her with the financial security that she needed in order
to live the kind of lifestyle that she felt could support .her.
I explained to the' group that I had been a writer fo~ twenty ~ears for
alternative papers, magazines and to letters-to-the-editors sections of
newspapers, little of which I was paid a cent for my labor. I~ has been a .
labor of love, working towards fufilling my duty to help enh~h!en hum~tty
to the knowledge I was receiving. I had come to realize that It IS very unjust
that some writers are paid for less than inspired writing, which mainstream
editors refuse to publish. In the journalistic profession, it wa:- difficult ~or
one to follow one's heart and write with inspiration when wnters are paid to
follow orders and carry out assignments which, for the most part, are
dictated to them.
\\'hen I tried pointing out this basic unfairness within the world of words,
Mary louise became very angry with me and said that she .deserved to get
paid for her writing. She had made her way as a woman m to news rooms
which were all male and just as patriarchal as working at the Pentagon. She
felt that she deserved to be paid.
I wasn't trying to take away her pay, only to make its~ that ~!I ~t~rs
ca.'llive decently through their words if that is indeed thetr cal~mg m li!e.
Writers should refuse to compromise on their values and prostitute thetr
talents in order to make a buck writing about something that brings them no
ecstasy. Something is deeply wrong with the entire writing ?rofession w~en
writers are not directed by their own internal passions. I pomted out that m
a good world everyone would be writers, each of us following our heart's
desire In the world of the Internet when every writer becomes an autonomous ~ublisher. a Neu Journalism is bound to evolve where the journalist is·
a thinker of independent thoughts and actions not controlled by the boss
.
who owns the press and passes out the pay checks.
I am not saying that there will be no need for journalists to have orgamzations. but that the economy of the word is changing with the change ?ver
from the printed word to the electronic word. Thi~ means th~t there IS a.
Neu relationship forming between writers and their readership. Places hke
Usenet are changing the nature of journalism in favor of the advancement of
building a good society. On Usenet,journalists are now independent
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My points were again exemplified when I was walking around the
Feminist Expo'96. A small newsprint paper called OFF OUR BACKS: A
WOMEN'S NEWSJOlJR.""lAL caught my eye because the cover read,
"Ovarian's On-Line: Internet DiscussiQn~ists that Focus on Women." Now
that looked like the kind of paper I would be interested in writing for! The
editors were sitting behind their booth so I asked them how much they pay
their writers. They answered that they didn't make enough money on the
paper to pay their writers, but their writers get the prestige and satisfaction
of seeing their ideas in print.
Here it was, the problem again! Writers who can't make it into lhe
mainstream media have to live without economic security if they want to try
influencing public opinion. A lot of th.!m have to struggle in part-time jobs
with no health care and have little time and energy to write. But I have
noticed that once a journalist has made it to the profession and is receiving a
decent Jiving for his/her words, he/she tends to forget their comrades at the
end of the economic pay scale. Perhaps they brush us aside by saying that
we are not good enough to get paid, or that we are not smart enough to play
the games that head the way to the top, or that what we choose to write
about is not important for the public to know about.
I didn't see any soiution to the problem between unpaid writers and paid
writers other than by cheating a cybersocialistic economy, an economy
where everyone is taken care of. People who really are gifted writers,
communicators and storytellers would then have the economic freedom to
write from the heart and travel where they need to go to get the stori~s .
which they are inspired to pursue.
Mary louise made it clear how she feels: she owns her writings. J
wondered if she paid the people whom she wrote about or all the teachers
that taught her how to write or the people in the experiences in her life who
made her the writer that she is. It is my belief that writing that flows as
freely from the body as the flow of a river5tream can not be owned by
anyone. It is part of the tides of life, a healing sprip.g that everyone needs
lmd no one owns.
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windows of suburbia

my disillusionment
in believing that by coming outside
out of doors out of windows
i could see more of the sky
than the view through
window allowed
but the sky is not vast here
the horizon holding the sunset
,,
is obscured
segmented
divided by three
evenly spaced trees
in my backyard
four in the next
telephone wires power lines
in yards of people i have never met

the

i walk out of my driveway
searching for an intersection
the top of a hill
a space where the sky is not shielded
from my view
and i walk down this street
there are people in cars in driveways
looking out windows
i speak to no one i see no eyes
maybe they don't see me
walking outside in january is

not a thing they understand here
in heated furnished suburbia
but i see someone else
walking
hat down around her eyes
she is walking a dog
which is an
entirely different thing
i am walking me
the dog can walk for the sake of walki
and the woman can walk for the sake 1
but i have no purpose
except to see the sky
a dream they gave up on years ago
the woman doesn't meet my eyes
she is too busy
controlling the dog
jumping lurching toward me
he wants to say hello
she is using all her might
to pull him back to her circ1e
we all have our cirlces of space
and lines of vision
we don't let ou.r·selves out
and we don't let others in
the dog: a symbol
of our animal instincts
to walk to talk
to go up to other people
check them out greet them hello
to share our space
the woman is fighting this so hard
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but i see someone else
walking
hat down around her eyes
she is walking a dog
which is an
entirely different thing
i am walking me
the dog can walk for the sake of walking
and the woman can walk for the sake of walking the dog
but i have no purpose
except to see the sky
a dream they gave up on years ago
the woman doesn't meet my eyes
she is too busy
controlling the dog
jumping lurching toward me
he wants to say hello
she is using all her might
to pull him back to her circle
we all have our cirlces of space
and lines of vision
we don't let ourselves out
and we don't let others in
the dog: a symbol
of our animal instincts
to walk to talk
to go up to other people
check them out greet them hello
to share our space
the woman is fighting this so hard
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and she wins
her circle of space
her line of vision
untouched
we can pretend we are alone
a game you can't play in the city
and don't have to in the country
but the code of conduct on these suburban streets
we know its just a game
but we are all too scared to break the rules
so we stay
lonely
i see you L'l the periphery of my circle
i know you see me too
just not at the same moment
because your glance drops
when mine rises
we are all made of windows
i want to let you see inside me
share the mystery of who i am
who weare
i thought yo'd reciprocate
but i was wrong
i see the light on inside
but the curtains are drawn
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She was really happy that he had escorted her home. He seemed
so nice and was outrageously cute. Samantha didn't usually bring guys
home from clubs but this guy seemed different, and she knew he liked her.
He looked very distinguished, kind of European-esque. And he bought her
drinks all night so he must have money. Sam didn't need men to buy her
things, but knowing that he had money in his pocket make her feel more
comfortable. She knew he wasn't a low-life.
She was also grateful to have an escort of any sort. Sam didn't
enjoy living alone and didn't feel safe in her neighborhood. She was a
young white girl in a heavy minority area and this made her uneasy. At any
rate, she knew coming home from a club at four o'clock in the rooming by
herself wouldn't be a wise move. And she was completely trashed which
made her appreciate his kind gesture even more.
In her impairment, Sam didn't notice that she never reached for her
keys to open the door. Before she knew what was happening, the two of
them were on the couch in a sloppy embrace. From the start it was clear
that, romantically, they were no Bogey and Bacall. As they kissed, she felt
like his tongue was in her eye and his nose in her ear. Meanwhile, she was
starting to feel sick so she pulled away from him.
"Jim, hold on, I need some water," she said, rising from the couch.
"My name is Mike," he said, in a way that made it clear he wasn't
all that insulted.
"I'm sorry. 1 mean, I knew it was one of those regular names. Ya
know, a common one. I get credit for that, right?" she asked apologetically.
"Sure. In fact every time you get my name right, I'll give you a
kiss. How does that sound? I mean, I know your name is Samantha. Like
Samantha on Bewitched. Hey, will you put a spell on me?"
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She laughed. "What kind of spell would you like, Darryl'! Get it?
I know your name is Mike, but that's the guy's name on Bewitched, ya
know?"
He didn't laugh but instead puiled her back down to the couch,
heartily congratulating her for saying his name correctly. Her reward was
his version of a kiss. His tongue began reelaiming Sam's mouth and
whatever else stood in his way. Then he began to challenge the buttons on
her white blouse. Sam's top frustrated him for a while, bui in time he tossed
it aside victoriously. A few seconds later her bra helplessly joined the
blouse beside the couch.
Mike buried his head in her chest like he was in a pie-eating
contest. And with his tongue finally out of her mouth, Samantha remembered how sick she was. Not wanting to vomit all over the gentleman, she
tried pushing him away, warning, "Hey, I'm sorry, but I think I'm
·
gonna ...uhm.. .I gotta go to the bathroom."
Helpfully misunderstanding, "Don't worry, I've got condoms," he
offered. Meanwhile SamanLlta's jeans were halfway down her legs.
"What? No-I'm not gonna sleep with you tonight! C'mon,
seriously, let me up!" She was getting annoyed and started reaching for her
pants.
"What's your problem-I'll take care of you, baby," he reassured
while tugging at her ·panties.
Jeans were coming up, underwear was going down, and the battle
lines were drawn at the knees. ·
"Stop it! Listen ... get the fuck ... you're being an asshole. I said
no!" A rush of adrenaline was helping Sam·sober up and realize the
seriousness of her situation. But she had no chance. Those big arms that
had first attracted her was now attacking her. She couldn) believe that this
was happening. Was she being raped?
She started to scream but her cries her in vain. "Please, stop!
STOP!" How could he not understand her? "God help me," she yelled.·
Then Sam could swear she heard a door open. But it wasn't the

front door. Suddenly, a young black man !
toward thetn. He must have been hiding it
Samantha let out a shriek of excitement an
"Hey-leave her the fuck alone!"
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-I'll take care of you, baby," he reassured
11nderwear was going down, and the battle

front door. Suddenly, a young black man was running across the room
toward them. He must have been hiding in the bathroom-a burglar!
Samantha let out a shriek of excitement and terror.
"Hey-leave her the fuck alone!" he ordered in a panicked voice,
pulling at the bewildered guy's back. Mike and Samantha had finally parted
and now Mike appeared to have a real challenge on his hands. Normally
this would have been a good fight, but Mike's utter surprise, drunkenness,
and nakedness left him quite the underdog. He took a wild swing, but
missed badly. Tne mystery man didn't miss, capping Mike in the jaw and
seconds later wrestling him to the ground.
Sam lay paralyzed with fear. She helplessly curled up next to the
couch, unsure of her rooting interests. Sure, this intruder was helping her
out of an uncomfortable situation, but now that he had the upper hand he
could kill her. He had broken into her apartment and he looked like a gang
member of something. He was a low-life.
Sam got up and went over her options. Then she hurried toward " ,
the kitchen, giving herself some safety in distance. She looked baek one
final time and saw that the intruder was holding Mike completely at bay.
The mystery man then yelled to her, "Go call the cops.. .! can't hold on to
dude forever. But let... "
She burst into the kitchen, speared the phone, and dialed 9-1-1.
''9-l-l, hello?" the dispatcher answered.
"Yes, hello, I need the police," Sam pleaded.
,.
"Okay, what's the problem?" the woman's voice asked.
What:r the problem? Samantha paused for a second and painfully
recapped this horrifying night in her mine. Whats the problem?
In a sudden wash of calm, she spoke into the receiver. "Somebody
broke into my apartment and I think he might hurt my friend."
~
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The \ Y\Lvtdi vry Trve A-dvevrhJre
of' One WofvlyN
in WAC
If you're reading this publication, you're either a feminist/
femme curious (if that's the case I applaud you) or you hate
feminists and you want to see what they're whining about now
(if that~ the case, read on.; I'il scare the hell out of you).
I d~~ided to join WAC,because I was curious about the
organization. I discovered that, although WAC officially stands
for Womyn 's Action Coalition, many of its members like to
think that WAC stands for WACk - as in we would like to whack
men. Although WAC is trying to encourage more womyn and
men to attend their meetings, this is just for publicity. Virtually
all womyn in WAC secretly hate men, and they would prefer it
if men didn't participate in the organization. If we could
segregate our organization, we would be much happier. In
fact, we don't want womyn unless they conform to our version
offeminism.
The main reason /joined WAC was to meet other womyn.
And I don't mean meet womyn to talk about feminism. It's a
little known fact that 95% of the womyn in WAC are lesbians.
We try to hide this fact (but it's not much of a secret anymore)
because we don't want to scare away any heterosexual womyn
(we might be able to make them convert). Being part of that
95%, I was hoping I could find a womyn. I was also looking to
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find a group offriends who share my frustration with men and
would prefer to permanently separate from them. At first I was
disappointed. WAC womyn seemed friendly and accepting of
men; they appeared to be happy that men attended the meetings.
' Then !found out the truth. WAC womynjust present this
image in the meetings so that they can draw men into the
organization and then they hope they can use these men
against other men. Besides, these men aren't real men; they're'',
all gay. We don't castrate men as some people might believe,
but don't think it hasn't been joked about.
I also discovered that most womyn join WAC for the same
reason I joined - to meet potential lovers. I won't give any
personal details, but I will say that I haven't been disappointed.
Although the meetings (on Wednesday at 9pm in the Fireside
Lounge) don't seem very scary, most of our radical plans are
done in secret. I can't reveal what we discuss, but I will admit
that we begin each private meeting with a viewing of the scene
from Thelma and Louise, where Louise shoots a man in the
groin. We're tired of sexism and oppression, and we're ready
to fight for what we believe in. If you're a man and this article
scares you, it should. We 're not going to take it much longer.
We're going to act, and no man will stand in our way.
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I got out of bed like I did everyday, brushed my teeth and pulled
my long brown ha.U" back into a ponytail with one of those hair
rubber bands that was yellow or brown with the gold thread braided
in. They were better than real rubber bands, but if I wasn't careful
the little metal part would snap back and sting my finger.
I went downstairs and peeked into the living room. Through the
bathrobes and tired round-the-clock-nurses I could see that he was
still breathing.
'That makes it one week since he came home. Maybe there's
hope. They said he could last a month maybe. Maybe he'll get
better after all and everything will be all right, okay, all right, okay."
I can't remember now if I said this or thought it.
I went to the kitchen and found my mom and the nice nurse with
the dirty blonde hair - what was her name again? I drank my juice
and got my book bag. Time to say good bye. Time to go to school.
I walked numbly into the make-shift hospital. Passing the
pharamcy that took over the piano I took inventory, like I did every
time I went in there. Needles, gauze pads, little potion bottles.
There were a couple that were made of that thick brown glass. The
sunlight went through them and cast colored shadows on the floor.
There were big bottles of those purple pills. He could take like ten at
once last time he was home. Now they went in through his arm.

I heard his ribs rising and falling as the air t
tered lungs.
I recited my line: "Good bye Daddy, I'm gc
love you."
I kissed his bony shoulder because I _couldn
way he was laying in the big hospital bed witlJ
didn't open his eyes this time, just shuddered.

At 10:45 I heard the intercom in my classr01
chanically got my books together before I eve1
said.
"Mr. Brady, please send Beth down to the fi
things, her mother is here to pick her up."
Jenny turned around to ask why I was being
half-day. I could only shrug.
"You're so lucky. I wish my mom would pi
said.
I almost laughed. Lucky. I stood up and pu
The sound of it scraping along the floor echoo
heard the metal scraping, my papers shuffling,
horns honking, children screaming - children,
fathers have just died. Then silence. I was nui
something to me and I just glared back at him.
classroom on frozen legs and turned down the
could see my mother at the end leaning agains
the principal. She looked up and half smiled a
what we were going to do now; now that it wa
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I heard his ribs rising and falling as the air tore through his battered lungs.
I recited my line: "Good bye Daddy,.I'm going to school now. I
love you."
I kissed his bony shoulder because l .<::ouldn't reach his cheek the
way he was laying in the big hospital bed with the metal sides. He
didn't open his eyes this time, just shuddered.
At 10:45 I heard the intercom in my classroom go on and mechanically got my books together before I even heard what the lady
said.
"Mr. Brady, please send Beth down to the front office with her
things, her mother is here to pick her up."
Jenny turned around to ask why I was being picked up early on a
half-day. I could only shrug.
"You're so lucky. I wish my morn would pick me up early," she
said.
I almost laughed. Lucky. I stood up and pushed my chair back.
The sound of it scraping along the floor echoed loudly in my ears. I
heard the metal scraping, my papers shuffling, monitors beeping,
horns honking, children screaming - children, little girls whose
fathers have just died. Then silence. I was numb. Mr. Brady said
something to me and I just glared back at him. I trudged out of the
classroom on frozen legs and turned down the long, red hallway. I
could see my mother at the end leaning against ~e wall, talking to
the principal. She looked up and half smiled at me. I wondered
what we were going to do now; now that it was all over.
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CHANGE AND MOTION

Daddy is never coming b
Family values - a stable home
A hot meal on the table,
Happy children in the backyard,
A smiiing wife in the kitchen window.
A dog barking at the door.
"Honey, I'm home!" echoes throughout
The lovely split-level four bedroom house in the suburbs.
ENTI OF DRE~\1 SEQUENCE
Open fire hydrants, broken windows. sagging buildings.
Screams of horror,
A shiny black BMW slows down,
The tinted window slides open.
The muzzle of a semi-automatic weapon peeks over the edge.
Rat-a-tat-a-tat
A toddler slumps over her tricycle.
Smash, bang, clatter, slam!
"Why the hell isn't dinner ready?!"
The children sprint away from the commotion.
Mommy didn't have time to wash their faces.
Mommy just got home
From her ten-hour shift on the assembly line.
Daddy just got home from the bar.
Stop hitting your sister!
Wipe that look off your face,
Or I will slap it off for you!
Yes, we are having spaghetti for dinner,
No, I don't care if you like it.
Oh, stop your whining,

•

Dry-cleaning, dance lessons, din01
Teacherconferences,schoolc
Business trips, psychiatrist appc
Pick up the pizza for dinner, cal
Pay for the daycare and the clean
And the mortgage and the car
Never enough time for him
Or the little ones,
But they aren't so little any
Suddenly, they've all gone off1
And all there is left is gray hair, wrinkle

Welcome to America
Welcome to the ninetie
Where are the "Family Val
We hear so much about t1
Fabricated by uptight, pon
Conservative, ignorant whil
Where are their glassej
They need a new prescrit
Oh sure, back in the "good ol
Things were different, better,
For who?
For the mothers at horr
They loved their children and husba
But wanted more.
More than two years of c
.
And never ending laun•
More than their husband's lipstick
And lunchboxes to fi
For the couple who had been
"You'Illearn to love each
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Dry-cleaning, dance lessons, dinner meetings,
Teacher conferences, school concerts,
Business trips, psychiatrist appointments.
Pick up the pizza for dinner, call the sitter,
Pay for the daycare and the cleaning service,
And the mortgage and the car payment.
Never enough time for him or her,
Or the little ones,
But they aren't so little anymore.
Suddenly, they've all gone off to college,
And all there is left is gray hair, wrinkles and a lot of bills.
Welcome to America.
Welcome to the nineties.
Where are the "Family Values?"
We hear so much about them.
Fabricated by uptight, pompous,
Conservative, ignorant white men.
Where are their glasses?
They need a new prescription.
Oh sure, back in the "good old days",
Things were different, better, happier.
For who?
For the mothers at home? .
They loved their children and husbands and homes,
But wanted more.
More than two years of college
.
And never ending laundry.
More than their husband's lipstick-stained collars
And lunchboxes to fill.
For the couple who had been promised,
"You'll learn to love each other."
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After seven years and five children,
Things were beginning to itch.
Things were better for men, that's who.
Their shirts were' U;oned,
Their steaks were in~ium rare.
Their beds were made with their pajamas under the pillow.
With their secretaries outside their offices,
And the receptionist under the desk.
Well guess what?
It's a new ball game,
Things have changed.
The wheels of progress
Were finally put into motion.
Mommy lives in an apartment.
I live with Daddy.
Mommy works in a tall building.
She has a big shiny car and pretty clothes.
She buys me things and takes me places.
She says I can live with her when I'm older,
But the judge said I have to live with Daddy.
Daddy has a new wife and new kids.
I don't like my new mommy.
I don't like my new brothers.
I want to live with Mommy.
The judge said she was a bad mommy.
He said that mommies shouldn't work.
~hen I grow up I'm going to change that,
And no one is going to tell me different.
My Mommy and Daddy work together.
They ·work a lot.
·
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1d she was a bad mommy.
nommies shouldn't work.
p r m going to change that,
going to tell me different.
1

and Daddy work together.
tey ·work a lot.

I have a babysitter, I love Q.er.
But not as much as Mommy.
We always have fun.
Mommy smiles even when she is tired.
She is tired all the time.
I am a woman. a mother. a wife.
I have a job, a home, a husband.
I have four children.
I have a car that never stops running.
I have a mind that never stops racing.
I have a life that never stops moving.
My children and my work are my rewards,
But still I am criticized.
When did doing it all become too much?
Who else would do it?
Chided for having a job;
Where else would the money come from?
We work to pay the bills,
We spend to get what we want,
We want what they tell us we want,
And so we work.
A vicious cycle,
A never-ending cycle,
We are women.
How do we change the world,
When the diapers need changing first?
Where can we go,
When this world hold so few opportunities?
We must start somewhere.
Change has to begin with us,
And so we move.
We are women.
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In order to satisfy American patriotism, idealism is often substituted for
realism in discussions of contemporary society, as the truths so often
contradict Americans' beliefs of the way society ought to be. Equality and
justice are very often absent from American reality, and thus myths are
created to ensure the complacency of its people. These myths are perpetuated by the media and are often presented as fact. A March 3, 1996 article
in the New York Times is a prime example of this. Through selective
interpretation and outright lies, Louis Uchitelle and N.R. Kleinfield analyze
the downsizing trend that has pa..'"alyzed America in terms that are easy for
Americans to swallow. However, this discussion, while taking a tone of
critical analysis, fails to accurately and truthfully account for the phenomenon. In this essay, I will present the myths perpetuated by the article and
try to analyze the problem of corporate downsizing in a more accurate
fashion using the theories of Marx, Weber, and contemporary sociologists.
Marxist theory provides an explanation for why it is in the interest of the
upper class to disillusion society with mythical accounts of the status quo.
The foundation of Marxist theory is the concept of proletariat and bourgeoisie classes which are defined by their relationship to the means of production. The bourgeoisie control the means of production, while the proletariat
works for the bourgeoisie. The irony ofthis situation is that while the
proletariat must sell their labor in order to survive, they are ultimately and
predominantly supporting the upper class. Marx called this process
economic exploitation. The more the working class works, the greater the
profits of the upper class, which in tum increases the gap between the
classes, causing a necessity for the working class to work even harder to
survive, and thus the process.c6nt!ni.ies indefinitely. More precisely, the
process continues until the' working class revolts and a shift in the economic
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structure takes place. The explanation for media perpetuation of mythology
comes in to play at this point: one of Marx's conditions for a revolution to
occur is class consciousness. Since "human consciousness is a social
construction," it is not only possible, but necessary for the class that
controls the means of production to convince the working class of ideologies that "contain the potential resistance of the exploited majorities"
(Gilbert and Kahl, 6; G&K, 5). Marx argues that "the ideas of the ruling
class are in every epoch the ruling ideas" (G&K, 6). The upper class
controls not only means of production, but also the means of disseminating
ideology to the rest of society, including newspapers.
A lack of class consciousness is a prevalent characteristic of American
society. Michael Parenti discu~ses the dominant ideologies of the society as
being ones which hide class consciousness;
1. There are no real class divisions in this society. Save for
some rich and some poor, almost all of us are middle class.
2. ... accumulated wealth [is not] a cause of poverty. As the
pie gets bigger, we all get more...
3. If there are class divisions, they are not serious
but...eclipsed by.. .factors lfr..e race, gender, region....
4. Our social institutions and culture are autonomous
entities in a pluralistic society, largely free of the influences
of wealth and class power.
5. Instead of class, it is individual human behavior that
determines human performance and life chances. (Parenti,
62)

The ideology conveyed in (4) is crucial in making people believe that
newspapers disseminate fact, not ideas biased by "the influences of wealth
and class power." The authors of the New York Times article prey on these
ideas to obscure the trut..'ls of the downsizing phenomena. Most importantly, the idea that "as the pie gets bigger we all get more" is frequently
employed to make it appear necessary and beneficial to aU Americans.
Downsizing is not beneficial to all Americans. It is used to widen
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the gap=between the classes, one which has bee~ increasing steadily to this
point. As Gilbert and Kahl assert, "the concentration of wealth has become
so great that the net worth of the top l percent is greater than that of the
bottom 90 percent" (103). From 1977 to 1990, the mean income of households, adjusted for inflation, decreased for the poorest three fifths of
households and increased for the richest,fifth (G&K, 105). While this
number has decreased by 15% for the poorest fifth, it has increased by 26%
for the richest fifth and 86% for the top 1% of the population (calculation of
statistics in Gilbert and Kahl; 105). Thus, while class consciousness is
misguided at best, and false at worst, class stratification is increasing to an
alarming extent.
In an analysis of the downsizing issue, and an analysis of the NY
Times' explanation thereof, it is vital to keep in mind the lack of class
consciousness prevalent in an increasingly stratified American society.
Using this knowledge, it is important to examine the means Uchitelle :md
Keinfield employ to persuade readers of the dominant ideologies. I will
outline the article emphasizing the absence of certain facts in their selective
anaiysis of the downsizing phenomena.
The authors propose that technology is replacing "hands and minds." In
the move toward increasing efficiency and rationalization, this is an all too
prevalent phenomena. The problem with the presentation of the idea here is
the style of the writing, "stunning technological progress that lets machines
replace hands and minds" [italics added] is a reason for downsizing. The
idea conveyed to the reader is that the very positive existence of technology
makes its utilization inevitable. Readers will forget that employers have an
alternative. However, articles such as this one ensure that American workers
do not question such a trend.
The second explanation for the job loss trend given by Uchitelle and
Kleinfield is "efficient and wily competitors here and abroad." The notion
that it is businesses abroad creating problems for Americans is a prime
example of blatantly false scapegoating. The sort of competition abroad
that Americans need be wary of are the young women working for a few
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cents an hour in maquilas in developing nations. U.S. workers need to be
concerned by the business leaders who take jobs away from Americans in
order to exploit women and children in poor, unregulated, U.S. government
created Free Trade Zones. Concerned, in a sympathetic, not competitive
fashion, that is.
The third argument of this paragraph is "the ease of contracting out
work." Like the technology idea, this makes readers think that just because
something is easy means it must be done. There is no recognition that
layoffs are initiated by a self-serving upper class. They are portrayed a'>
arbitrary, natural occurrences. [author's note- keep this point in mind when
you read the italicized end note]
The final argument, at my first glance, seemed a step in the right
direction in analyzing the problem; "the stem insistence of Wall Street on
elevating profits even if it means casting off people." The problem with this
is that it does not specify who controls Wall Street, and thus begets a lack of
class consciousness. In fact, in the following paragraph there is blatant
misleading in an elaboration of this point. Uchitelle and Kleinfield go on to
argue, "And because workers are heavily represented among the 38 million
Americans who own mutual funds, they unwittingly contribute to the very
pressure from Wall Street that could take away their salaries even if it
improves their investment income." The vague term, "heavily represented,"
moves away from the idea that upper class investors are the ones benefiting
from the layoffs. In truth, the richest 10% of Americans own 89.3% of
corporate stock, with 60% in the hands of the richest 1%. Though many
workers may own small shares of stock, the control of corporations is
essentially in the hands of a very smaH elite.
In a section entitled, ''The Rationale for Cutting," a blatantly false
message is given to readers. Without any criticism, the authors state, "Most
chief executives ... herald the downsizings, messy as they are, as necessary to
compete in a global economy. The argument is that some workers must be
sacrificed to salvage the organization." They go on to quote an executive
chairman saying, " .. -how many workers you build back depends on the rate
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the commercial business grows." Once.they have convinced readers that
downsizing is necessary to stay in business, the authors instruct readers to
be optimistic (and complacent) because this trend is only temporary until
companies can be profitable enough to hire back its employees. This
discussion is followed by the analysis of the "raises and bonuses" trend that,
"rather than expanding economy benefiting all, only the stellar performers--or those in providentially the right careers~ome out ahead." This
feeds,on the American ideal that if an individual work<> hard enough, he or
she can be successful. Further, it di.scusses a divide based on performance,
-not class. In this discussion of who benefits from layoffs, there is no
mention of class stratification. Instead, there is an encouragement for
readers to buy into the myth of the American Dream.
While describing a social phenomena, this article increasingly puts
pressure on the individual to make the best of their circumstances in these
despairing times of cutbacks and layoffs. In a section entitled, "Adapting to
New Times," the authors state that some people who have been laid off "are
fulfiiling dreams by initiating their own businesses and otherwise tapping
into some new inner serenity," including a couple who turned to a '"fantastic"' life of pottery making. They then discuss "downsized workers" who
are "living in denial" of what has happened in their lives, including a man
who lost his six-figure salary, refuses to sell his house, because, although he
"hates" to say it, he feels he "deserves" the house he once earned the money
to purchase. In case the readers don't realize that it's wrong to feel "deserving," the authors go on to say, "Many adaptable workers are accepting
without sentiment the fact that their company does not owe them as much as
people used to expect." Even further than not needing job benefits, the
authors quote a man who doesn't feel he even deserves a job; "'I don't take
employment for granted anymore. It is not a right so to speak, granted by
education and experience. That is the attitude I have developed over the
past few years."'
Titus, readers are sent back into a world of social order and
complacency in which they have no means to criticize big business leaders
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or government, because they need to "adapt" and realize that having a job is
not a "right" of every American. In a move Marx couldn't have anticipated
in his optimism regarding social and economic structural trends, the
bourgeoisie has gone a step beyond exploiting their workers with unfair
labor practices - they are now snatching jobs away from workers and telling
them it is necessary. The message is sent that they will be hired back when
the company becomes more successful, and if they had worked hard this
wouldn't have happened in the first place, and hey, who said a job is an
entitlement, anyway? According to Marx, after an economic phenomena as
disturbing as this, a workers' revolution should ensue and America would
then move to socialism. However, articles like this ensure that class
consciousness will remain hidden and workers will succumb to the ideologies that benefit the upper class. With the means of disseminating ideas
controlled by the same elite group of people who control corporate America,
then, newspapers, contrary to popular opinion, only obscure the truth from
Americans.

Recognize that hints that downsizing could soon reach SUNY Geneseo
have been met with a similar-lack of dissent. A distance learning
technology center is scheduled to be built in Newton this summer to
accommodate two Falll996 philosophy seminars taught by professors
at other SUNY schools. Although President Dahl has expressed a sincere
belief that the technology will only be utilized as a beneficial addition to
the Geneseo education, 1fear that financial pressures from the state
government may, at some point force Geneseo to use the technology in
negative ways. in the state's search for a more cost effective SUNY
system, teaching via distance Learning could come to replace teachers or
entire departments. Ask yourself who benefits from distance learning,
and all technological advances, and who makes decisions about utilizing
this technology in our education.
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Twiddle
On a Tuesday snooze day
bathed in blue
you pass the hours
and sour times two ·
for the love of
sitting on your ass.

I do l done I did.
A common play on the
Grand Anecdote,
this bloated oat
sewn for :q uestion beggars
and cop outists
take the short cut.
But I say
that A to B
is crooked as
Capitol
Swill
swine
oinker
wine
and those fat fuckers
drunk on your vote
(or not your vote).

The road that paves the way
To our summer house is brown.
Go past the country store
And up to the wooden palace.
It lies underneath
A luscious canopy of green.
Bright white walls and hardwood
Shape each lively, crowded room
Old, familiar furniture
Speak of cordial monopoly game
That lasted til the sun came up.
A stained green and yellow rug
Sing of laughter and bacon greasl
The walls carry echoes of my unc
As he does his best
Sinatra impression.

A snug retreat, it once had been;
As cousins. aunts, and uncles gat
A deadened moment ceased to e~
When we arrived to this brillianr
I still return almost every year
To recapture a glimpse of what hi
Come with me this time around
And I will show you the house,
And the memories that built it.
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The road that paves the way
To our summer house is brown.
Go past the country store
And up to the wooden palace.
It lies underneath
A luscious canopy of green.
Bright white walls and hardwood floors
Shape each lively, crowded room;
Old, familiar furniture
Speak of cordial monopoly games
That lasted til the sun came up.
A stained green and yellow rug
Sing of laughter and bacon grease.
The walls carry echoes of my uncle's voice
As he does his best
Sinatra impression.
A snug retreat, it once had been;
As cousins, aunts, and uncles gathered.
A deadened moment ceased to exist
When we arrived to this brillianrplace.
I still return almost every year
To recapture a glimpse of what had been.
Come with me this time around
And I will show you the house,
And the memories that built it.
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'Tnere are the trees;
The trees we used to climb.
At1d the trees that told me stories
As I tried to go to sleep.
There are the fields;
The fields I used to hide in
When Cousin came to seek.
The porch that hugs our house,
Is the one I fell from,
At the age of nine.
V\lhen my brother and my uncle brought me in the house.
They held me as I cried.
Underneath the porch is my b. b. gun.
I used to shoot my sister, if she carne around.
My father will never let me
live those moments down."
The fun we had is still alive;
It is in my heart and it is in my head.
With_ you here to see my joy,
Makes me even happier.
Someday we will find
Our own retreat and fill it
Like the palace on the hill.

-SRlAN M\J~RA'/
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K&K Insurance, the Student Association insurance carrier for Club
Sports, dropped its restriction on rap concerts at athletic events after feeling
pressure from Central Council and the S.A. insurance representative,
Reidman's. The company no longer excludes any specific type of music
from its coverage in the S.A.'s policy.
Central Council looked into the matter after allegations of discrimination
were raised against the company by students at a Council meeting in
October. Although the possibility of a rap concert event occurring at a club
sports event, such as a rugby game, is slim, students at the meeting felt that
the restriction of rap music from the coverage was a discriminatory act by
K&K. Students asked Council to look into the matter, and they did. Cental
Council threatened K&K with dropping the policy unless they included rap
concerts in the coverage. Shortly thereafter the policy was changed.
Rap concerts sponsored by S.A. organizations, such as Activities Commission, have been covered by anOther policy held by the S.A .. Concerts
held at Athletic Department sporting events, such as basketball games,
would be covered by insurance held by the Athletic Department, and are not
the responsibility of the Student Association.
·
According to Brian Castelli, S.A. Director of Communication, ''We
(Central Council) were happy that the matter was brought to our attention,
and that we could do something about it.'' He went on to say that the S.A.
has .done everything in it's power to make sure that it does not support any
discriminatory practices. He felt that the K&K issue was not a case of
discrimination, but a liability issue. ''The people at K&K were very
sensitive to the discrimination issue," said Castelli. The S.A. will continue
to use K&K for Club Sports coverage for now, however, all insurance
policies are re-evaluated at the end of each year.
Reprinted from "The Student Association Insider", February 1996
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by' Alex Weins-tcin
...You know the walk, we all do it Legs, like scissors in a coupon-crazy
homemaker's hands, attempting to extend to the next step before the first one is ever
made. The head and back hunched forward as though the individual is trying to get
into the future as. quickly as possible. The breathing rapid and short, apparently
influenced by the idea that there are more important things in life than breathing (i.e.
getting to class on time). Feet scraping against th concrete, occassionally stumbling
or tripping down a staircase. What is the point of all this madness?
...Oxygen is what keeps us alive. We need oxygen. Yet the way we
presently breathe is hardly enough to sustain life. Our lungs have amazing capacities. If you do not mind (as in: you are not rushing through reading this in order to
do something else) take a moment to discover the power of your lungs. Inhale
deeply through your nose...hold it ..now inhale some more... a little more. Okay,
now exhale all the carbon dioxide in your lungs...exhale some more. ..and now the
res of it. Good. Do you see how much capacity for oxygen the lungs have? 'The
fact is, "'e do not pay attention to our breathing. For this reason we do not breathe
properly. Oxygen helps the blood flow more smoothly. It opens up our capillaries
and arteries. By giving more oxygen to the brain our thoughts become clearer. Our
bodies become more relaxed as well. I could go on for paragraphs on the benefits of
proper, natural breathing, but I suggest you experiment with it yourself...One
interesting point: According to Yogis, we are only given a certain number of breaths
in our life. The longer we extend them, the longer we can extend our own lives.)
.. .If we slow ourselves down to enjoy a meal and actually pay attention to
our chewing, an amazing thing happens: we slow down time. · Now I'm not talking
about those mechanical hands on the wall that go around and around-they always
remain static, one can't slow them down without tinkering with the machinery. The
form of time that I am referring tojs a spiritual, physical, mental sense of time. Let
us call it, "life's time". When we slow d9wn our eating, walking, and talking we can
slow down the aging process and stretch out our "life's time". Think about how it
feels when you are rushing to get somewhere. Perhaps you need tc make it to work,
and you want to squeeze in breakfast before you go. So you rush through your
croissant ans orange juice and off you go. (Chewing the last bit of of food in your
mouth as you put the car in reverse.) The taste and physical effects of the food
changes. Maybe you have a bitter aftertaste in your mouth. The food feels heavy in
your stomch, due to the fact that you never even chewed it and now your stomach
acids are working overtime to break down the huge pieces. Yet if you slow down,
the food tastes better, you digest it better, and you can enjoy the peace and quiet of
the kitchen as you chew your food. Having a little peace and quiet before entering
the impatient chaos of traffic and nervous energy of rushing people is nice.
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